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Visualization of Time-Oriented Data (Human-Computer Interaction Series)Springer, 2011

	Time is an exceptional dimension.We recognize this every day: when we are waiting

	for a train, time seems to run at a snail’s pace, but the hours we spend in a bar with

	a good friend pass by so quickly. There are times when one can wait endlessly for

	something to happen, and there are times when one is overwhelmed by events...
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Inside European Parliament Politics: Informality, Information and Intergroups (Palgrave Studies in European Political Sociology)Palgrave Macmillan, 2019

	The study of the informal dimension of EU politics is more important than ever in order to understand how the EU system works. This book presents an innovative and original study on informal cross-party, cross-committee groupings in the European Parliament, so-called Intergroups. Building on extensive fieldwork, including semi-structured...
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The Everyday Language of White Racism (Blackwell Studies in Discourse and Culture)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
In The Everyday Language of White Racism, Jane H. Hill explores the myth that White racism is fading in the western world. Instead she reveals it to be a pervasive and highly adaptive cultural system, one that has endured in various forms for hundreds of years. Hill’s incisive analysis of everyday talk and text shows how language...
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Fundamentals of Audio and Video Programming for GamesMicrosoft Press, 2003
Deliver console-rocking sound, music, and video effects to your games with  this all-in-one toolkit for C++ game programmers. From mixing and moving sounds  around a 3-D space to taking video to the third dimension, you get expert  insights and performance tips direct from the developers. It’s everything you  need to fuel your...
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Elementary Number Theory with Applications, Second EditionAcademic Press, 2007
or over two thousand years, number theory has fascinated and inspired both Famateurs and mathematicians alike. A sound and fundamental body of knowledge, it has been developed by the untiring pursuits of mathematicians all over the world. Today, number theorists continue to develop some of the most sophisticated mathematical tools ever devised and...
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The Prophetic Dimension of Sport (SpringerBriefs in Religious Studies)Springer, 2018

	
		Bringing together leading scholars in the fields of Religion and Sport, this book examines the prophetic dimension of sport, to arrive at a better understanding of the nature of sports in the United States. By detailing and analyzing particular sports, a portrait of sport as an important space for social and political critique...
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Data Quality: The Accuracy Dimension (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Data Management Systems)Morgan Kaufmann, 2002
An informative resource for any data management staff, IT management staff, and CIOs of companies with data assets.

Data Quality: The Accuracy Dimension is about assessing the quality of corporate data and improving its accuracy using the data profiling method. Corporate data is increasingly important as companies continue to find new...
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System Level Design of Reconfigurable Systems-on-ChipSpringer, 2005
This book presents the perspective of the ADRIATIC project for the
design of reconfigurable systems-on-chip, as perceived in the course of the
research during 2001 - 2004. The project provided: (a) a high-level
hardware/software co-design and co-verification methodology and tools for
reconfigurable systems-on-chip, supplemented...
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How Computers Work (8th Edition) (How It Works)Que, 2005
A classic is back in its 8th and best edition yet! How Computers Work, 8th Edition is a must-have for anyone interested in the inner-workings of computers. The full-color, detailed illustrations will take you deep inside your PC and show you just how intricate it is. This latest edition has been updated with information on all of the...
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Knowledge and Systems Science: Enabling Systemic Knowledge SynthesisCRC Press, 2013

	Integrating ideas from the fields of systems science and knowledge science, Knowledge and Systems Science: Enabling Systemic Knowledge Synthesis shows how to create and justify various pieces of knowledge systemically. Written by one of the foremost experts in this area, the book presents approaches for the systemic...
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Ignorant Cognition: A Philosophical Investigation of the Cognitive Features of Not-Knowing (Studies in Applied Philosophy, Epistemology and Rational Ethics)Springer, 2019

	
		This book offers a comprehensive philosophical investigation of ignorance. Using a set of cognitive tools and models, it discusses features that can describe a state of ignorance if linked to a particular type of cognition affecting the agent’s social behavior, belief system, and inferential capacity. The author defines...
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Populism and World Politics: Exploring Inter- and Transnational Dimensions (Global Political Sociology)Palgrave Macmillan, 2019

	This volume is the first to analyze populism’s international dimension: its impact on, and interaction with, foreign policy and international politics. The contributions to this volume engage conceptual theoretical issues and overarching questions such as the still under-specified concept of populism or the importance of leadership and the...
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